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Ebook Tops BESTSELLER in Horror Movies, Movie Industry, Movie History & Criticism, Movie

& Video Direction & Production, Movie & Video History & Criticism, and in Movies & Video

GenresThe only thing harder than raising the dead, is making a movie about raising the

dead.In the summer of 1931, life was good for Junior Laemmle. Though only twenty-three

years old, he was the head of all movie production for Universal Pictures, and under his reign,

the studio flourished. So much so, he was about to be bestowed with the greatest honor a

young executive can receive in Hollywood: a promotion to vice president of the entire company.

What’s more, Carl Laemmle, his father and founder of the studio, was returning to California for

the first time in years to personally present the honor to his son.Or so Junior thought.When his

father arrives, Junior discovers that instead of being grateful for transforming and catapulting

the out-of-date studio into the future, his father is obsessed with Junior’s next production:

Frankenstein. Like the year before, Carl is fervently against making another grisly and gothic

film, despite Dracula becoming a huge hit—a project which Junior fought for and personally

oversaw through production. Also not helping Junior’s cause, though the film is just days away

from beginning production, the final choice between Bela Lugosi and Boris Karloff to play the

role of the Monster, has yet to be made.It’s Alive! is a thrilling and vibrant portrait of 1930s

Hollywood centered around the chaotic and exciting days just before the filming of the beloved

cult-classic film, Frankenstein. Woven with hopeful passion, emotional vulnerability, staunch

determination, and creative fulfillment, readers will be swept along with breathless cinematic

pace through events that will not only change the lives of everyone involved, but Hollywood

itself.

"The author showcases an easy, witty writing style that deftly balances the fast-paced, roaring

Sunset Boulevard arena with the poignant contemplations of the engrossing tale's players... A

compelling and thoughtful family drama delightfully wrapped up in Hollywood glamour."---

Kirkus Indie "Stone's story is immediately engaging, jumping right into the heart of the action...

It's easy to binge-read while still offering moments of contemplation and genuine character

depth. Those who love stories about movie-making will enjoy this irresistible peek behind the

curtain."--- Blue Ink Reviews "A vivid, page-turning portrait of early Hollywood as Junior

Laemmle, head of production for Universal Studiod, struggless to get his new film of

Frankenstein off the ground."--- Christopher Conlon, Bram Stoker award winning author"A fun

read and a light and quirky dive into the Hollywood system."--- HorrorDna.com"An absolute

hoot, and Stone vividly captures an important time in film history."--- The Film StageAbout the

AuthorJulian David Stone grew up in the San Francisco Bay Area, eventually relocating to Los

Angeles to study filmmaking and then enter the entertainment business. His previous work

include screenplays for Disney, Paramount, Sony, and MGM; the full-length play, The Elvis Test;

and several short-form documentaries on Frank Sinatra for Warner Bros. He is also the writer

and director of the hit cult comedy feature film, Follow the Bitch, which has played to packed

houses all around the country and received numerous awards. Recently he began writing

books, with his award-winning debut novel: The Strange Birth, Short life, and Sudden Death of

Justice Girl, which is about the world of the 1950s live television. It is currently being turned

into a TV series. Julian is also the author of the best-selling coffee table book, No Cameras

Allowed: My Career As An Outlaw Rock & Roll Photographer, detailing in words and photos his



wild adventures photographing rock and roll concerts in the 1980s.--This text refers to the

hardcover edition.
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The Big Book of Classic Monster Movies: 70 Years of Classic Monsters: 1910-1980, Who Killed

Jane Stanford?: A Gilded Age Tale of Murder, Deceit, Spirits and the Birth of a University,

Buster Keaton: A Filmmaker's Life, One-Shot Harry

David Zachariason, “Fabulous. I don't know how much of it is true and what is fantasy, and it

doesn't matter. This is, after all, a story about old Hollywood. A and what a great story it is. A

wild ride through an incredible weekend, I couldn't put it down. And then, suddenly, it was over

and I wanted more. If you're reading this it's because you have some interest in the subject

matter of the book, so all I can say is read it already! You won't be disappointed!”

Sam Irvin, “Gripping Drama in the Days Leading Up to FRANKENSTEIN!. As a co-executive

producer of the Oscar-winning movie GODS AND MONSTERS about the last days of

FRANKENSTEIN director James Whale, anything to do with FRANKENSTEIN is near and

dear to my heart. I just finished listening to the audiobook of IT’S ALIVE and didn’t want it to

end. Author Julian David Stone has done a brilliant job bringing to life this rich period in

Hollywood when Universal was redefining the horror genre. Bravo to Stefan Rudnicki for his

terrific performance reading the novel. The father-son relationship between Universal’s Carl

Laemmle Sr. and Carl Laemmle Jr. brought tears to my eyes.”

palegarreta, “An in-depth look at what it took to bring the biggest monster to life!. It’s Alive is an

in depth look at how the movie Frankenstein came to be!“Bring me the future” and the future is

what Junior got! Carl Laemmle Jr or Junior as he was known had a vision for Universal that

was far before it’s time! He loved the unknown, the scary, the gore! His movies are what we call

cult classics because they started a trend before it’s time!This story doesn’t read like your

typical biography or autobiography! The story was written in a way to make you the reader feel

a part of what was taking place! I could picture Boris Karloff’s face as he faced defeat, I could

see Juniors face as he fought for the movie that was dear to him.This story is a very nostalgic

read! I felt I placed I a time machine and transported back in time! I loved getting to see how

everything unfolded. A great book not just because of the historical movie content but over all it

was a very enjoyable read! Just as complicated as Frankenstein was to build so was his movie!”

David Chudwin, “A romp through Hollywood in the 1930s. It’s Alive!By Julian David

Stone(Greenleaf Book Group, 2022) I usually don’t review novels, but Julian David Stone has

written a gem of an historical fiction story. It is set in Hollywood in 1931 in a period of great

change in the movie industry, with the introduction of “talkies” instead of silent films. Big studios

ran the industry, hiring actors and actresses for long-term contracts which favored the studios.

The Stock Market crash of October 1929 had not yet hit the movies as studios competed to

produce popular films at the box office. The protagonist of the novel is Carl Laemmle, Jr. His

father, after emigrating from Germany, founded Universal Studios in 1915. The novel describes

their troubled relationship as “Junior” tries to make “modern” movies, such as his successful

"Dracula" starring Bela Lugosi. The characters of the novel are real people in a fictional

context. The plot of It’s Alive revolves around Junior’s next project, a film version of

"Frankenstein." Plot twists and turns revolve around Junior getting authority to make and cast

the movie. The novel moves at a rapid pace up to a satisfying conclusion (no spoilers here).

The characters are memorable, and the description of Hollywood in the 1930s rings true. The

writing is vivid, fast paced and entertaining—it was hard to put the book down. If you are a fan



of the movies, as are most of us, and are fascinated by Hollywood’s history, this is the book for

you. Highly recommended!”

Ebook Tops Reader, “The Making of A Monster...Movie. Hollywood in the early 1930's was

going through quite a lot of growing pains. Movies had gone from silent to talkies, and though

many stars, especially ones who seemed unable to transition to sound thought that talkies

were a fad, sound in movies was here to stay. Another debate was what the people wanted.

Did they want the same old movies, romances, dances, westerns, safe stories that made lots

of money in the past, or did they want new ideas, like the film Dracula which had been a recent

success, though few studio executives thought it would be. This battle of ideas is told in the

novel It's Alive!, a fictional telling of the creation of the movie Frankenstein by Julian David

Stone. A novel about film, family and Frankenstein, and the fight to create a classic.Junior

Laemmle is riding high in Hollywood. Son of Carl Laemmle founder of Universal Studios, Junior

had taken a studio doing okay while repeating the past glories, to a studio with big ideas,

bigger hopes and a success in the movie Dracula. Made head of production at a very young

age, Junior is expecting an even bigger role vice president of the studio when his father arrives

for the first time in awhile. Instead of a promotion talk is of the new film, a dark gothic movie

with no dancing, a tad of romance, and no slapstick, something his father had always made

money on. Junior is banking on the success of these movie to push him and the studio in the

big leagues, though he has had a problem landing a star for his film. Which begins shooting on

Monday.A entertaining glimpse of classic Hollywood and the old studio ways of controlling

everything. Stone has a very good grasp of the actors and studio people and the dialogue

seems true to the era, and believable. The narrative never really drops and while not a thriller

does keep the reader flipping to see if and how the movie gets made, which I won't spoil. This

is not a behind the scenes film study, there is no making of or makeup tricks, this is more a of

family story, about fathers, sons, and creativity and the magic of Hollywood.Recommended for

film buffs and lovers of old Hollywood. Some of the names might not mean much to modern

readers, but Stone really captures the feeling and the attitudes of those in power, and those

trying to create.”

The book by Julian David Stone has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 19 people have provided feedback.
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